MLI SESSION PROFILE

LEADING THROUGH CHANGE: NAVIGATING TRANSITIONS FOR OURSELVES AND OUR TEAMS

Change is constant, and yet we’re rarely prepared for it. At the Jerry R. Sims Management and Leadership Institute attendees will learn how individuals respond to and engage with change.

Have you witnessed someone overreact to change? Have you experienced grief when a regulation changes? Have you taken a change as opportunity to be creative with a new process? Are you excited for a change but wonder why others in your office react differently? Or wondered how you can get them to see your side?

MLI participants will engage with and understand their own and others’ psychological responses to change, learn how to find opportunities and achieve results in times of change, and build the skills needed to lead their teams through change.

Faye Gallant, Executive Director of Budget and Financial Planning at Western Washington University is a process improvement supporter. She will share her thoughts on transitions, using William Bridges’ Managing Transitions: Making the Most of Change.

This topic is one session that will be held during the virtual MLI event November 10, 12, 17 and 19. New and aspiring directors are encouraged to attend. Participation in all four days is mandatory for attendees. Attendees will meet as full group and small groups to build skills and relationships across the western region. Sessions will be taught by experienced financial aid directors as well as leaders in the higher education profession outside of the financial aid industry. Topics will focus around change and transition management of a team, strategic planning, professional development and working through difficult situations with those you supervise.

**Register Now**